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TAKING THE BULL BY THE HORNS
By: Randy Berglund, Marketing Specialist, TCCC

You may have seen Jeff Nelson recently as he shared a small piece of his story in a Tri-Cities Cancer Center commercial featuring
our new technology called the Edge. In that commercial, Jeff mentioned he was treated in Spokane, Seattle and Portland. Jeff’s
career has caused him to travel, which lead to cancer treatment in the three metropolitan areas he mentioned in the commercial.
Recently, Jeff loaded up their RV and moved to Northeastern Oregon, with his wife Anita, to start a new job. Shortly after arriving
he had a recurrence of cancer and was unable to take the new position. With no employment or family ties to our community, Jeff
was seriously considering making a move to a city where he had already established cancer care. In our conversation with Jeff,
he mentioned receiving great care in Spokane and Portland. Additionally, he felt his care at the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance was
exceptional, not to mention they have kids and grandkids living on the west side of the state.
Jeff went on to say that the Tri-Cities Cancer Center was actually his fourth choice for treatment and care. Now, this wasn’t
because of our quality care. Rather, it was because Jeff was unfamiliar with the Cancer Center.
On a weekend and on a whim, while knowing the Cancer Center wasn’t open, Jeff and his wife Anita decided to drive up
to Kennewick and check out the Tri-Cities Cancer Center Campus. While here, they saw that the Cancer Center is a Network
Member of the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance (SCCA). Jeff said this gave him peace when considering getting treatment locally as
he knew we had to provide exceptional care due to our affiliation.
Jeff scheduled a consult with Dr. Juno Choe, a radiation oncologist employed by the Cancer Center. There were things Jeff wanted
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“Don’t give up. The second
you give up, it’s over. If you
feel anything weird on you,
go get it checked. Early
detection is the key.”

Pictured:
Jeff and Anita Nelson
ringing the bell at the
Tri-Cities Cancer Center.

- Jeff Nelson
to hear, Dr. Choe told Jeff the things he needed to hear. Jeff mentioned he really appreciated Dr. Choe’s transparency.
While the Tri-Cities Cancer Center wasn’t Jeff’s first choice for cancer care, he would tell you we were his best choice for care.
Jeff’s message to our readers, “Don’t give up. The second you give up, it’s over. If you feel anything weird on you, go get it
checked. Early detection is the key.”
Jeff Nelson knows the importance of these words all too well as he was diagnosed with Epithelioid Sarcoma - a cancer so rare
that one in 1,000 cancers are sarcomas and of those, one in 10,000 are epithelioid. This cancer is almost always found in
people ages 18-25. Jeff was diagnosed at the age of 44.
Similar advice was echoed by Jeff’s wife, Anita. She added, “Remember the little things are important. Find support where you
can and hold onto it.”
Throughout his life, Jeff has taken the bull by the horns both literally and figuratively. His brother-in-law got him into bull riding at
the age of 10. At the age of 13, he was flipped over the top of a bull and landed on his neck, forcing him to stop the practice.
Fortunately the damage has been limited to seeing a chiropractor since the incident. As fearless as he was in that arena, he was
just as fearless when fighting cancer. “It is what it is,” he says, “You can’t control it. But you keep going on and see what the next
step is.”
Despite the obstacles he faced along the way, Jeff keeps on going. He attributes this largely to the tremendous support he has
received from his wife, family and friends - including his friend John who shaved his head in solidarity. He is also quite thankful for
having discovered the Tri-Cities Cancer Center, a decision he said was easy to make because we are a part of the Seattle Cancer
Care Alliance and because it allowed him to stay local to obtain the same quality of care.
“I would recommend the Tri-Cities Cancer Center to anyone,” says Jeff. “It was very easy working with Dr. Choe and I really
appreciated his straight-forward approach. Plus, I found out on my first treatment day I was to be treated on the brand new Edge
Radiosurgery System, the most accurate treatment currently available.”
Jeff shared with us his bucket list, which consists of visiting The Rollercoaster Capital of the World in Cedar Point, Ohio. He would
also like to visit his friend John who moved to New Zealand recently. He threw in some sibling rivalry for good measure, he wants
to go skydiving on his 50th birthday, just like his sister did. However, he doesn’t plan to scream all the way down like she did.
Jeff and Anita currently live a very simple life out of necessity and because it is the way they like it. He laughs when he is
reminded by Anita that he promised her at least 40 more years of marriage. She jokingly added, “And 20 of those years had
better be good ones!”
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COPING FOR THE
HOLIDAYS
An Interview with Chaplain
Margaret Ley of the
Tri-Cities Cancer Center
By: Carl Berkowitz, TCCC Volunteer
As a chaplain with the Tri-Cities Cancer Center, Margaret Ley has
considerable experience in helping patients work through a variety of
issues. But not surprisingly, a frequent one this time of year, especially for
patients newly diagnosed with cancer is how to cope with the holidays.
“Fear of the unknown or being a burden is the concern of many cancer patients”,
Margaret said. “These fears manifest themselves in many ways including a desire to avoid
others, a loss of interest in normal activities, loneliness and changes in behavior such as sleeping more than normal. Patients
and caregivers should be on the lookout for these and similar symptoms.”
Margaret frequently sees changes in the perspective on life in cancer patients early on in their diagnosis. “They often move from
a big picture perspective to one where it becomes harder to imagine the future.” She compares this change to the differences
in view from a mountain looking down into a valley where you can see each trail below, and the view standing on a trail in a
thick forest where it’s not clear where the path will take you. “It’s that fear of the unknown. Where am I going?”
The concerns of daily living can become amplified during the holidays. Patients wonder if they’ll have the energy for planning
their holidays. Will airplane travel to visit relatives back east upset their weakened immune system or significantly disrupt their
treatment plan? Margaret recommends patients talk to their physicians for issues like these. “It’s hard for patients to know how
to predict how they will feel. Many are going through procedures for the first time and have limited medical knowledge. In
contrast, their physicians can provide a broader perspective as a result of having dealt with many other patients and, of course,
having an extensive medical knowledge.”
There is one very easy stress reliever for some holiday social situations. “Simply skip it! You have my (chaplain) permission to
let some things go this year and focus on your health. People will wonder how you feel so just be up front, or propose another
activity that’s in your comfort zone.” One family Margaret worked with changed their large, traditional gathering of extended
family and friends to a day spent with the immediate family playing board games, having snacks and ordering in pizza. “With
a little creativity, a suitable alternative and possibly a future tradition, can be found. “
Helping others during the holidays is a strong tradition, but there are traditional and non-traditional ways to help. A nontraditional way would be giving the patient something that in turn helps them give to others. “Consider asking the patient to
prepare a list of gift items that he or she wants to give to others.” Margaret tells the story of one older patient who wanted to
give a tricycle to her grandson but didn’t have the energy to shop for it. Friends found the tricycle for grandma who then had
the pleasure of giving it to him.
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Pictured right: Margaret Ley, Chaplain, TCCC

“….recognize that although this can be a bitter sweet time for
cancer patients, the holidays are part of the rhythm of living,
and can serve as a reminder for all of us to appreciate the
preciousness of life, our friends and family.”
- Margaret Ley, Chaplain, TCCC

Other non-traditional gifts might include house cleaning before the patient has visitors,
doing the grocery shopping or even sorting through the holiday mail that quickly piles
up during the holiday season. Preparing meals is another ‘gift’ for patients but Margaret
notes “Be aware that many patients experience a change in their sense of taste so many
traditional meals may not have the appeal they did before treatment; for this problem,
check with a patient before preparing food.”
A number of resources are available through the TCCC to help patients and caregivers
get through the holidays. The Crafts and Conversation Class meets the 1st Monday of
the month, and is a great place to chat in a relaxed, unstructured environment. There is
also a Fuel for the Flight group that meets the first Tuesday of the month and is led by a
dietician. In addition, the TCCC Look Good, Feel Better® program that meets on the 3rd
Wednesday of each month is yet another venue to air concerns and to also feel and look
better during the holiday season. Margaret added that on December 9th there will be a
special Christmas party for breast cancer patients that will include an Ugly Sweater Contest.
Individuals interested in attending should RSVP to cindym@tccancer.org. “And of course, the
Cancer Center chaplains are available for conversation and listening.”
A valuable community resource is the Tri-Cities Chaplaincy. “They’re featuring the Hope for
the Holidays grief class to help people deal with the stress, loneliness and confusion
of the holiday season.” Wanda, at
wandak@tricitieschaplaincy.org, can provide
more information.
Margaret’s final advice for coping with the
winter blues is to “….recognize that although
this can be a bitter sweet time for cancer
patients, the holidays are part of the rhythm
of living, and can serve as a reminder for all
of us to appreciate the preciousness of life,
our friends and family.”
The Cancer Center chaplains are available by
appointment. Contact Margaret at
737-3400 or Rainy Larson at 737-3429.
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SERVICES BY
APPOINTMENT
TO SCHEDULE AN
APPOINTMENT,
CALL (509) 737-3420

LUXURY FACIALS

Sunny Almeida from Aesthetic
Journey will welcome you
into our aromatherapy-filled
spa room and provide a
50-minute facial that will
leave you revived, refreshed,
and with a healthy glow.
Enjoy being pampered by
Sunny as she provides this
complimentary luxury facial.

HAIR & WIG STYLING
Franki Anderson from Franki
& Co. will assist patients
who have lost their hair from
cancer treatment with
selecting a complimentary
wig and provide personalized
wig styling. You will look

great when you walk out!
Please note: These services
are for patients currently
undergoing cancer treatment.
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OUR COMMUNITY CARES!
For tickets or to find out more information about the event below,
visit the Tri-Cities Cancer Foundation office or call (509) 737-3413.

Generous donations to the Tri-Cities
Cancer Center Guild and Men’s Club
go to support programs that directly
impact patients and their families. Both
groups have generously provided many
necessities, like patient robes, skin care
and treats, and have supported many
projects funded by the Tri-Cities Cancer
Center Foundation. For more information
contact Elizabeth McLaughlin,
Elizabeth@tccancer.org, 509.737.3374.
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SERVING OUR
COMMUNITY
Founded in 1994 as the radiation
oncology service of Kadlec Regional
Medical Center, Lourdes Health Network
and Trios Health, the Tri-Cities Cancer
Center has grown to be the community’s
leader in cancer prevention, early
detection, world-class treatment and
survivorship.
Our mission is to provide the best cancer
care for patients by working with key
specialists, our owner hospitals,
volunteers and our community. We are
the regional provider of comprehensive
cancer solutions. We are your Tri-Cities
Cancer Center.

2015 GOVERNING BOARD
John Serle
CHAIR

Susan Kreid
VICE CHAIR

P. Donna Vance

SECRETARY & TREASURER

Tim Doyle
Phil Gallagher
Dr. Basir Haque
Dr. Stanlee Lu
Glen Marshall
Jeff Petersen
Dr. Kevin Taylor
Rand Wortman
ADMINISTRATION
Chuck DeGooyer
Michele Caron
Vicki Dehler
Dr. Sue Mandell
Elizabeth McLaughlin
Michael Novakovich

FEATURED DECEMBER EVENTS
RSVP for presentations by calling (509) 737-3427 or visit tccancer.org.
Presentations offered at no cost unless otherwise stated.

Presentation: Doc Talk. How to Tell Your Doctor What’s On
Your Mind
Presenter: Robb Dye, LCSW
Date: Friday, December 4th, 12:00 - 1:00 p.m.
Studies have shown that physician’s often avoid difficult subjects. Often the
difficult subjects are those most important to quality of life; intimate, private
concerns. Robb Dye has spent his career helping patients and physicians learn
how to approach difficult subjects. He has worked with cancer patients for seven
years and has learned much about their core concerns are and how to open up
dialogue with their physicians. Please RSVP by November 30th by calling
(509) 737-3427.

Presentation: Surviving and Thriving Through Blood Borne
Malignancies
Presenter: Kevin Weeks, MD, Lourdes Health Network
Date: Tuesday, December 8th, 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
If you or your loved one have been diagnosed with lymphoma, leukemia or
multiple myeloma, please join us for this helpful presentation. Dr. Kevin Weeks
of Lourdes Hematology & Oncology will share health promoting information for
those with a malignancy of the blood or blood forming organs. Please RSVP by
December 4th by calling (509) 737-3427.

Look Good...Feel Better®
Facilitator: Robyn Stradley
Date: Wednesday, December 16th, 10:00 a.m. to Noon
Robyn will teach women going through cancer treatment how to cope with
skin changes and hair loss that can result from cancer treatment. She will
instruct participants in application of cosmetics (a complimentary cosmetic kit is
provided) and how to disguise hair loss, including eyebrows. Sponsored by the
American Cancer Society & Tri-Cities Cancer Center Foundation.
Pre-Registration is Required. Please call 737-3427. May register up until the day
of the class.

Tobacco Cessation
Presenter: Gretchen Saunders, RN, BSN
Date: Wednesday, December 9th, 1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
This program will help you identify triggers, come up with ways to beat them,
and discuss the use of stress reduction and nicotine replacement therapy. First
time participants will be offered the choice of nicotine replacement patches or
nicotine gum. Please call 737-3427 to RSVP. May register up until the day of the class.
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100% of donations made to the Foundation stay in our
community and provide resources for patient-focused
support services.

The Foundation would like to encourage you, your family, your
company or your organization to come together and choose the
Tri-Cities Cancer Center Foundation as your choice of charitable
organization on #GivingTuesday.

DECEMBER 2015 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

1
Reservations can be made
by calling (509) 737-3427 or
visiting online at TCCancer.org

2

THURSDAY

3
UNITY YOGA

GIVING TUESDAY

524 Lee Blvd, Richland, WA
9:30AM - 10:45AM

givingtuesday.org

(All Day)

FUEL FOR THE FIGHT
FS

4:00PM - 5:00PM

FRIDAY

4

BREAST CANCER
SUPPORT GROUP FS
9:00AM - 11:00AM

SATURDAY

5

PRESENTATION:
DOC TALK. HOW TO
TELL YOUR DOCTOR
WHAT’S ON YOUR
MIND

OVARIAN CANCER
TOGETHER SUPPORT
GROUP FS
1:00PM - 2:00PM

WC & RR

12:00PM - 1:00PM

6

7

LARYNGECTOMEE
SUPPORT GROUP WC
1:15PM - 3:00PM

13

8

MEN’S CLUB
MONTHLY MEETING

CRAFTS &
CONVERSATION

WC & RR
($5 FEE FOR THIS CLASS)
9:00AM - 11:00AM

14

WC

7:30AM - 8:30AM

15

11

12
A VERY ACAPELLA
CHRISTMAS
FEATURING
THE COATS

WC

16

KENNEWICK HIGH SCHOOL
AUDITORIUM
2:00PM - 4:00PM

17

LOOK GOOD...
FEEL BETTER® FCR

WC
10:00AM - 11:30AM

21

10

PRESENTATION:
5:30PM - 7:30PM
SURVIVING & THRIVING
WITH BLOOD BORNE TOBACCO CESSATION
MALIGNANCIES
FCR & RR
WC & RR
1:00PM - 2:30PM
4:00PM - 5:00PM

WOMEN’S GUILD
MONTHLY MEETING

20

9

5TH ANNUAL BREAST
CANCER SURVIVORS
HOLIDAY PARTY

23

19

BREAST CANCER
SUPPORT GROUP FS
9:00AM - 11:00AM

(Pre-Registration Required)
10:00AM - NOON

22

18

24

25

26

CLOSED FOR
HOLIDAY

27

28

29

30

31

1

2
CLOSED FOR
HOLIDAY

3

START YOUR DAY WITH
LATTE LOVIN ESPRESSO!

OPEN MON-FRI
8AM-1:30PM

Say hello and stop by
for excellent espresso,
tasty breakfast items,
sandwiches, wraps, salads
and more.
Free delivery on orders to patients being seen on our campus.
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EVENT INFORMATION KEY

All classes offered free of charge at the Tri-Cities Cancer
Center unless otherwise noted.
WC - Wellness Center
RR - Reservations Required
RC - Resource Center

FS - Fireside Room
LIB - Library
FCR - Foundation Conference Room
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